Abstract. Insect trapping is commonly used in various pest insect monitoring programs as well as in many ecological field studies. An individual is said to be trapped if it falls within a well defined capturing zone, which it cannot escape. The accumulation of trapped individuals over time forms trap counts or alternatively, the flux of the population density into the trap. In this paper, we study the movement of insects whose dynamics are governed by time dependent diffusion and Lévy walks. We demonstrate that the diffusion model provides an alternative framework for the Cauchy type random walk (Lévy walk with Cauchy distributed steps). Furthermore, by calculating the trap counts using these two conceptually different movement models, we propose that trap counts for pests whose dynamics may be Lévy by nature can effectively be predicted by diffusive flux curves with time-dependent diffusivity.
Introduction
In ecological studies, the dynamics of a population is usually best described in terms of the population density or population size. Ecological monitoring programs require estimates of pest species abundance. Important information about population numbers (or trap counts) can be translated and used to make decisions with regards to pest control, costs and pesticide application [67] . Chemical pesticides have their obvious drawbacks in additional operator costs, wheeling damage to the crop and general agricultural produce damage. In another ecological context, accurate information about population abundance is required to trace the spread of harmful invading species. In the case of insects, their density is usually estimated based on trap counts [45, 46] . One way to look at the dynamics of trap counts is to simulate them by modelling the movement of each individual in the field. This approach is known in the literature as an individual-based model [71] . Furthermore, experimental trap counts can be simulated via computer algorithms where the properties of the individual movement are fully determined by the step distributions and turning angle distribution. A comprehensive mathematical framework for individual based modelling can be found in [46] and also presented below in §(2.2).
In foraging theory it is often assumed that the step lengths of a forager have a characteristic scale. The assumption has led to investigations of Gaussian, Rayleigh and other classical distributions with well defined variances. It is observed experimentally that step lengths tend to follow long tailed power law type distributions, formally known as Lévy walks. Movement models which incorporate Gaussian distributed steps fail to explain these experimental observations [10, 11, 24, 55, 66, 70] . Lévy walks are characterized by a probability density function (p.d.f),
with relative importance given to the exponent 1 < μ < 3, where l i is the step length of the i th step. This characterization introduces a natural parameter μ, such that we have a family of distributions [72] . Due to the central limit theorem, the Gaussian is the stable distribution for the special case μ ≥ 3.
The best statistical strategy to adopt in order to search efficiently for randomly located objects known as target sites is provided by a movement model with Lévy distributed step lengths. In particular when the target sites are sparse an inverse square power-law distribution μ = 2 of step lengths provides an optimal searching strategy. The optimality is dependent upon searchers being able to profitably revisit targets. The strategy has been tested and applied to experimental foraging data of various species (insects, mammals and birds) with relevant consistency. The theoretical arguments and numerical simulations provided by [72] show that μ = 2 is the optimal value for a search in any dimension. With this biological relevance, our study comprises of Lévy walks with exponent μ = 2, in particular Cauchy distributed steps.
General theoretical models of animal movement are stochastic in nature. In some cases, these models are well known to be effectively approximated via diffusion models. For instance, random walks (1.1) with μ ≥ 3 are often approximated by advection diffusion type models [9, 43, 71] . The diffusion counterpart facilitates parametrization and analysis of movement models. Diffusion approximations are simpler to interpret in comparison to stochastic models of movement (random walks) due to the aggregation of parameters of a simulation model (e.g distributions of turning angles, step lengths) into relevant summary statistics (e.g diffusion coefficient). This provides effective comparisons to be made amongst studies [71] . In some simple cases, analytical solutions can be written or even sometimes exact solutions. A concise introduction to the mathematical theory behind the random walk and its relation to diffusive processes is given by Codling et al. [12] . Our aim in this paper is to demonstrate that the diffusion approximation in fact is not limited to the case of Brownian motion (μ ≥ 3) and time dependent diffusion is an accurate approximation to the Lévy type random walk with Cauchy step distribution. This is done in the context of trapping, where simulated trap counts are modelled by diffusive flux.
The mean field and individual based description
Anomalous diffusion has been known since the treatment of accelerated type turbulent flows [56] . The hallmark of an anomalous diffusive process is such that the mean squared displacement is proportional to t 2H with H = 1 2 , [58, 73, 74] . Theoretical investigations instigated by Scher and Montroll [58] in their description of dispersive transport in amorphous semi-conductors, found that traditional methods based on Brownian models failed. In the physical sciences, over the last half century, anomalous diffusion models have been developed with important contributions from Weiss and Rubin [76] and Shlesinger [62] . Currently, the list of complex systems displaying anomalous diffusion behaviour is quite extensive [4, 35, 59, 75, 77] , and the problem of trapping (more commonly known as system flux) is well known in physics. However, most studies are concerned with large-time asymptotics whilst for insect monitoring short time dynamics are of primary concern [46, 50] .
In the context of ecological pest monitoring, a consistent theory and robust computational algorithms exist in the case where insects perform Brownian motion [50] . There is increasing evidence that more generally, animals may exhibit a more complicated type of movement pattern which deviates from the usual Brownian movement (standard diffusion) such as Lévy walks [29, 33, 61] , however a theory linking trap counts to population density is severely lacking. The common approach used in early studies for population dispersal and basic movement models were entirely based on random walks and diffusion [21, 40, 49, 64] , effectively providing good agreement with empirical data [30, 41, 71] . Although a diffusion approach has been used successfully in spatial ecology [9, 27, 34, 42, 47, 60] , it has also been recognized to sometimes provide an oversimplified description of individual movement. Correspondingly, recent theoretical studies tend to denounce the random walk framework as inappropriate.
The Mean Field Approach (MFA) and Individual Based Model (IBM) have been shown to be consistent in the context of estimating trap counts [46, 50] , for a system whose movement dynamics are of a Brownian nature, corresponding to the constant diffusion case. Individual based models provide information on the fluctuations in the system and provide a basis for the study of the stochasticity of the system. The approach allows trap counts to be simulated directly for any given initial distribution, and for any generic movement pattern whose step lengths are prescribed by a probability distribution. Henceforth, real-world problems on pest control can be imitated in a simulation setting. Although effective, this treatment is limiting in the sense that conclusions cannot be generalized for varying parameters. Alternatively, deterministic systems and mean field approaches reveal parameter dependencies and the generalized behaviour of the dynamics [1, 12, 47, 71] . It is also known that analytical solutions exist to successfully describe time dependent diffusive behaviour (see Appendix A) e.g in the 1D case with semi-infinite domain [14] . Therefore, it must be appreciated that both approaches are very important for the study of pest movement and trap counts, to facilitate broader interpretation.
Mean field approach (MFA)
It is well known that the simple diffusion equation has extensively been used to model the spatio-temporal population density u(x, t) of moving pests. The model assumes that the environment is constant, homogeneous and that all individuals are identical and move randomly [30, 42] . The 1D governing diffusion equation reads,
defined over a spatial scale 0 < x < η with time t > 0 and diffusion coefficient D. For time dependent diffusive processes, D = D(t) is explicitly dependent on time and non-constant. We prescribe the zero density condition u(x = 0, t) = 0 and no-flux condition ∂u(x=η,t) ∂x = 0 at the left/right hand boundaries, respectively. The biological significance of the reflective boundary at x = η is such that there is no migration, and individuals can only exit the system through the boundary at x = 0, consequently the population density can only decrease with time. The initial profile can be described by u(x, t = 0) = N δ(x − x 0 ) for a total population of N individuals, released at a concentrated point x = x 0 , more formally known as a Point Source Release (PSR). Here, δ is the Dirac delta function. Alternatively, for a homogenous system where individuals are uniformly distributed we have that u(x, t = 0) = U 0 = N η . Numerical solutions can be obtained for (2.1) using a variety of techniques (see [65, 68] ). In particular, the implicit finite difference scheme is advantageous in comparison to explicit schemes since limitations such as the Courant stability criterion are relaxed [1, 44, 68] . However note that, the initial condition in the form of a PSR cannot be discretized, therefore these schemes fail to approximate such a condition. To overcome this, we introduce a Gaussian type formulation with small width σ, normalised over the finite domain [1] ,
which can be discretized.
dx is a re-scaling constant used for conservation purposes to ensure that the total population N lies within the domain 0 < x < η at t = 0, The trap counts or the total flux of the system is defined as,
where J(t) represents the number of individuals which exit the system after time t i.e the total number caught or trapped. Since there is a reflective boundary at x = η, it is evident that the trap counts can only increase monotonously with time. Here, (2.3) assumes the 1D analogue of the Fickian hypothesis in isotropic media, that the rate of transfer of diffusing substance through unit area of a section is proportional to the concentration gradient measured normal to the section [14, 20] . If the analytic form for u(x, t) is unknown, (2.3) cannot be evaluated and we resort to numerical integration techniques [15, 19] .
Individual based model (IBM)
The dynamics of trap counts can also be studied using individual based models [25, 71] . The basic idea is to simulate the movement in the field. Consider a browsing individual over the domain 0 < x < η, we denote x = X i , i = 0, 1, 2, ..., s−1, s as the position after the i th step where s is the total number of steps executed. A standard observation technique usually makes it possible to record the pest position only at certain moments rather than continuously. The continuous time t thus transforms into a finite set {t 0 , t 1 , t 2 , ..., t s } and correspondingly, a path is mapped into a broken line {X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , ..., X s }, [71] . Generally speaking, the time step Δt i = t i+1 − t i can be different for different i. In order to avoid unnecessary complexity, we assume that Δt i = Δt = const and does not depend on i, so that t i = iΔt. The absence of correlation between any two subsequent steps depends on the time step Δt of the observations. The assumption that subsequent steps are uncorrelated, is not viable for a sufficiently small value of Δt. The movement direction of the preceding step is preferred for the next step, resulting in the expected values of direction to be centered about zero, [46] . The corresponding random process is known as the correlated random walk (CRW), [31] . Remarkably, however, the CRW attains the properties identical to Brownian motion when Δt becomes sufficiently large [31] . We assume that the walk is isotropic (or unbiased, no-persistence) so that each individual is equally likely to move in each possible direction, which is totally independent of the direction at all preceding times. The process is effectively Markovian with respect to location [12, 75] .
Over the interval Δt, the individual moves along a straight line from X i−1 to X i , thus executing a
, here ΔX i < 0 corresponds to a step in the negative x direction. The step length is defined as l i = |ΔX i | = |ΔX i − ΔX i−1 |, which is strictly non-negative. We assume that there is no correlation between any two subsequent steps ΔX i , ΔX i−1 = 0, and the statistical properties of the movement along the path do not change with time. Therefore, the properties of the movement are fully determined by the p.d.f for ΔX i , which we denote as φ (ΔX i ), and we consider the case for Brownian movement with zero mean,
where ΔX 2 i = ξ 2 is the variance which characterizes the mobility of the individual. The corresponding p.d.f for the step lengths l i = |ΔX i |, is given by
The reader is redirected to Ahmed [1] for a detailed study on how variation in σ can affect the modelling assumption which replaces the PSR with an adequate Gaussian profile. In fact, we find that 1 ≤ σ Δx < 10, suffices, where Δx is the mesh step size for the spatial scale used in the numerical scheme.
Here, the environment is isotropic and there is no advection of any kind, so that there is no drift in any preferable direction; we have assumed in (2.4) that the mean value is zero ΔX i = 0. Once parameter ξ is known, equations (2.4) can be used to simulate the movement path [46] . It is somewhat important to note that the dynamics of the movement model are completely determined by ξ 2 , which can be explicitly dependent on time. It is well known that for a discrete-time model of an inherently continuous insect movement the mean squared displacement is dependent on the time scale Δt, 6) however this can be extended to a continuous model where ξ and D can be time dependent and nonconstant [26, 42, 46, 50, 71] , the general case is discussed in §(3). To mimic the configuration discussed in §(2.1) over the domain 0 < x < η , we install a point trap at x = 0, if an individual has position X i < 0 at any instant in time, then by configuration it is removed from the system and deemed to be trapped. The boundary at x = η is impermeable through which no individuals can escape; if X i > η at any instant in time, then X i = η and the next step of this individual is determined by (2.4).
For an initial PSR, N individuals are simply positioned at X 0 = η 2 at time t = 0. Note that, the individual based modelling equivalent of (2.2) is described by
subject to the following; if the individuals are placed prior to the installation of the trap and reflective boundary (i.e over an infinite domain −∞ < x < ∞), then those individuals for x < 0 and x > η are removed and lost prior to the simulations. This is the same as distributing individuals over −∞ < x < ∞ and only maintaining those individuals in the finite domain 0 < x < η after removing those individuals outside this domain. Consequently, we haveÑ < N number of individuals in the system. To reinstate the 'true' counts providedÑ is known, we assume direct proportionality
Here,J(t) are the trap counts obtained from the simulation study with J(t) as the corrected count. Notice that as σ → 0 we have thatJ(t) → J(t), the limiting value corresponding to the PSR. The initial conditions which are of ecological significance are either PSR, uniform or of Gaussian type described by (2.7) with correction given by (2.8), [42, 50] . The governing equation (2.1) and its properties are well understood for D(t) = D = const [1, 14, 46 ]. An obvious extension to the constant diffusion case is to incorporate a linear type dependency D(t) = a + bt, the latter case is essentially anomalous provided b = 0. In Fig. (1) we choose to plot the trap counts as opposed to the solution u(x, t) since our primary mode of study and interest lies in trap count interpretation. The diffusion equation defined over the semi-infinite domain 0 < x < ∞ with initial PSR has analytical solution, see (A.8),
and in the case of initial uniform distribution, see (A.6),
Both analytic solutions are useful as approximations to the finite domain case for sufficient small time, [1] . Plot B illustrates identical trap counts for the MFA, IBM and the analytical description, with PSR relatively close to the trap boundary, i.e the effect of the reflective boundary at x = η is negligible or unnoticed. In fact, when the time dependent diffusion coefficient is small in comparison to the spatial scale, we obtain almost identical trap counts.
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Time dependent diffusion as a mean field counterpart of Lévy type random walk [2] . The magnitude of the stochastic fluctuations must be small enough for adequate comparisons with the diffusive flux. The time step Δt = 6 × 10 −5 (fixed for all following random walk simulations) is chosen to be sufficiently large, so that the assumption that subsequent steps are uncorrelated is feasible [31, 46] . Plot B: Comparison between the three approaches MFA, IBM and analytic for domain length η = 10 with initial PSR position centered at x 0 = η 20 = 0.5. All initial/boundary conditions and other parameter values identical to those described in Plot A. The difference between Plot B and Plot A is the 10 fold increase in domain length, reducing the effect on the reflective boundary.
Anomalous diffusion and Lévy walks
Analogous to standard diffusion, there do exist formally equivalent approaches to anomalous diffusion [22] . The most well known approach incorporates continuous time random walks (CTRWs) into the mathematical framework, [37, 57, 58, 62] . Kawai [32] developed a CTRW model as a counterpart to Lévy walks, however limitations appear, in particular, in terms of statistical inference. In fact, a variety of challenges arise from continuous time modelling. Often, there is an inevitable tradeoff; analytically tractable models tend to be statistically unrealistic, whilst models incorporating more statistical features are too complex. Kawai [32] , focuses on Markovian Lévy process models as continuous time counterpart of Lévy walks. There are non-Markovian features such as directional persistence and autocorrelation [7, 12, 63, 69] which can also be taken into account. For example, fractional Brownian and Lévy motions are continuous-time stochastic processes with inherent non-Markovian features, examined by Reynolds [53] in their discrete time form as alternatives to Lévy walks.
A second formalism for dealing with anomalous diffusion is based on fractional time and space derivatives. The idea is based on the fact that the fractional Laplacian operator of order ω 2 has fourier transform −|k| ω , consequently one can obtain any Hurst exponent in the range 0 ≤ H ≤ 1, [35, 36] . A comprehensive treatment of anomalous diffusion and transport can be found in Radons et al. [52] . The above formalisms are important and effective, with respect to the study of animal movement, however they can lead to over complications in the context of pest trapping, leaving little room for interpretation. In fact, some important questions seem to be almost forgotten: which ever pattern occurs, what are its ecological implications? How much importance should be given to the type of movement pattern in the context of a specific problem? Lévy walks are thought to be essentially different from Brownian motion but does it necessarily mean that the corresponding mathematical framework should always be different too? We aim to address these questions and elaborate on current studies where it has been shown that in the case of a genuine Lévy walk, the problem of trap count interpretation can still be addressed based on the diffusion equation [1, 50] . Our base study, exploits the fact that the Lévy parameter 1 < μ < 3 corresponds to the super-diffusive regime [73] . The underlying issue is, what properties must be inherent in D(t) so that trap counts for Lévy random walkers can be predicted, effectively. What follows in this section, is a series of test cases, leading to development and providing useful insight to address this issue.
For browsing individuals whose movement mode is of a Brownian nature, the corresponding p.d.f φ is a solution to the diffusion equation
with constant diffusion coefficient D. The solution, subject to the initial condition φ(x − x 0 , t = 0) = δ(x − x 0 ), which means that the walker is at x = x 0 at time t = 0, is
The mean squared displacement 2 (MSD) can be computed as X = 2Dt, which grows linearly with time. This property is widely regarded as a 'finger-print' of Brownian motion [12, 46, 50, 71, 73] . More generally, if D = D(t) is explicitly dependent on time, then (3.1) can be transformed by introducing τ = t 0
D(t )dt , see (A.2). It follows that,
For anomalous diffusive processes the MSD is not linear in time but instead has some other power law relationship given by
where H is known as the Hurst exponent. A full comprehensive summary of movement properties with reference to H is provided below, also see [12, 73] .
(I) H = 0, Localized and confined random walkers have vanishing H, [73] . (II) 0 < H < 1 2 , This case is known as sub-diffusion since the MSD increases at a slower rate than in the case of standard diffusion. This case typically occurs when waiting times are incorporated between steps [74] , or if the spatial domain is constrained i.e presence of a barrier [13] . (VI) H > 1, Does not correspond to anything meaningful in the context of insect foraging. From a physical perspective, this case corresponds to accelerated motion, applicable to turbulent flows [5] .
Turbulence is now understood as a multi-scale phenomenon, by large owing to the pioneering paper by Richardson [56] .
More generally, complex dependencies of the MSD can appear which do not necessarily have to be of the form described by (3.4) . A typical well known example is that of logarithmic ultra-slow diffusion given by X 2 t ∼ t γ log β (t), in particular known as Sinai diffusion for γ = 0, β = 4, [6] .
Cauchy type random walk
A genuine Lévy walk arises if the p.d.f for the step lengths l behaves at large l as φ (l) ∼ l −μ , (1.1), with μ < 3. Such stochastic processes have a fat tail with undefined variance, as opposed to the thinner tails inherent in Gaussian profiles. In mathematical terms, a higher frequency of large steps means a lower rate of probability density decay at large distances. Notice however, a p.d.f with a 'fat' tail is not sufficient for identifying a Lévy walk. The central limit theorem [26] states that the sum of independent and identical distributions, with first three moments converges to a normal distribution when the number of steps tend to infinity. Viswanathan et al. [72, 73] demonstrated that μ = 2 is the optimal parameter for a random search in any dimension. This justifies our choice to characterize the step lengths according to an inverse square law. Our study is therefore confined to trap count approximations for insect species which undergo an optimum searching strategy. Although there are a class of p.d.f's which can be considered with this parameter, they are all asymptotically characterized with step length distributions decaying according to ∼ 1 l 2 , a typical example of interest is the Cauchy distribution, [26] . The corresponding p.d.f centered at ΔX = 0 reads,
This distribution is strictly stable, has undefined moments and the central limit theorem fails. Here, k is the parameter of interest. Larger k implies that individuals have a greater probability of executing larger steps. A biological consequence of this is such that an individual has a greater trap hitting probability i.e greater chance of being trapped. Therefore, we expect faster convergence of the accumulated trap counts to the maximal N in a bounded domain with finite N . For brevity, we denote J A for trap counts obtained from a system whose movement dynamics are governed by a time dependent diffusive process. Correspondingly, J C denotes trap counts formulated from Cauchy type random walkers with step distribution φ(ΔX) = . For large time, we realise that J A depicts larger trap counts and in particular exhibits faster flux convergence to the maximal, total population, N . It has been confirmed from large time simulations with larger k that the maximal is indeed N ; however not presented in this paper, see [1] . Overall a phenomena of undershoot-overshoot is observed, when comparing the proposed diffusion model to the stochastic model. Our approach is pedagogical, for a better matching we need to simulate multiple trap counts J A with varying a, b for fixed parameter k.
In the following Fig. (3) , Plots A and C we fix b = 0.03 and vary a. For small time 0 < t < 0.1 (representing < 25% of total trap counts), a is responsible for effective changes in D(t). In Plots B and D, we fix the value of a = 0.15 and vary b. For relatively larger time 0 < t < 1.2 (representing ≈ 80% of total trap counts) we have that b is the underlying parameter which is responsible for effective changes in D(t). Plots A and B provide simulations for an initial distribution given by (2.7) (with corrected trap counts (2.8)) for small and large time, respectively. Plots C and D provide simulations for an initial uniform distribution for small and large time, respectively. We observe from Fig. (3) , Plots A and B that trap count profiles J A undershoot for small time and overshoot for large time, an effective matching cannot be maintained. The opposite phenomena is observed in the case of initial uniform distribution, Plots C and D. Evidently, we have two conclusive messages from this section.
Firstly, the shape of the trap count profiles depend on the initial condition, predominately for small time, i.e concavity and convexity in the case of the uniform distribution and PSR 3 , respectively [1] . Secondly and more importantly, trap counts obtained from a diffusion model with linear D(t) do not satisfactorily match counts from the Cauchy type Lévy walk. These patterns invoke an introduction of non-linear time dependencies. For D(t) = a + bt, the MSD (3.3) is
with Hurst exponent H = 1. The movement process is ballistic or wavelike. We introduce the following non-linear model with generalized exponent ν,
with analytical flux given by
from (A.6), on a semi-infinite domain with initial uniform density u(x, t = 0) = U 0 . The MSD is computed as
with Hurst exponent H = 
represents a PSR in the limiting case σ → 0. In fact φ(X 0 ) effectively models a PSR provided σ is sufficiently small. Fig. (4) compares the trap count profiles J C against J A with D(t) = a + bt ν , and varying exponent ν. We observe an 'improved' match for ν = 0.6, with smoothening of the overshoot-undershoot phenomena. In actual practice we are not interested in a detailed discussion to address the question of 'how good is the match?'. A statistical analysis is omitted at this stage, since further development is yet to follow. For our current purposes, observations on trap count patterns suffices. Apparently, diffusion models with non-linear D(t) yield better trap count approximations for a system of Cauchy type random walkers.
Parameter reduction
The proposed non-linear dependency D(t) = a+bt ν is confined to three parameters (a, b, ν) . The matching process heavily depends on parameter variation, with special importance given to the exponent ν. The number of parameters can be reduced by approximating the flux rate in the limit t → 0. Denote N i as the number of individuals trapped after i time steps, i.e at time t = iΔt. N i is in fact stochastic depending on the parameters inherent in the step distribution φ(ΔX). Intuitively, the approximation reads
Let u i−1 (x) be the population density over space after (i−1) steps of the random walk i.e at time t = iΔt. Then, for any probability density distribution φ(ΔX) of the step ΔX, the expected number N i of insects trapped as a result of the next i th step has integral representation,
Since u i (x) is unknown for arbitrary i, it follows that an explicit analytical expression can not be computed for E(N i ), except for i = 1, in the case the initial distribution u 0 (x) is prescribed.
For an initial uniform density u 0 (x) = U 0 with Cauchy step distribution φ,
and on evaluation,
We introduce Ψ (η, k) as an alternative notation to emphasise the dependencies on domain length η and Cauchy parameter k. Alternatively, the flux rate can be obtained from the solution of the diffusion equation over the semi-infinite domain, assuming that domain length η is large enough, so that the effect of domain finiteness can be neglected after one time step Δt. Equation (A.6) states
and on differentiating with respect to t (3.9) reads,
For the proposed structure D(t) = a + bt ν the approximation (3.13) fails, since the limiting value is not finite. Consequently, parameter reduction using this methodology is limited. However, to demonstrate the effectiveness of such a relation, consider D(t) = at + bt ν as a test case. The MSD is
with Hurst exponent H = ν+1 2 provided ν > 1. We find that in the limiting case for ν > 1,
and using (3.13) it follows that,
Notice that this methodology works for diffusion coefficients whose limiting value defined by (3.13) exists and is finite. There are in fact a class of non-linear type dependencies for which this methodology can be used to reduce parameters. Alternatively, the number of insects caught after one time step can be explicitly found from the diffusion model, leading to the approximation J(Δt) ≈ E(N i=1 ). From (A.6) we find that
On substituting the test case D(t) = at + bt ν into (3.16), using (3.12) and rearranging for a, we obtain
Here (3.17) forms a stronger approximation, in the sense that the methodology can be used for a wider class of diffusion coefficients, such as D(t) = a + bt ν , whereas (3.13) failed. Note however, (3.15) is totally independent of other parameters in D(t), namely b, ν and therefore can be more useful in some instances.
Introducing complex time dependencies
Patterns inherent in the trap count profiles (see Fig. (4) ) suggest that the flux rate dJ(t) dt decreases with time i.e the rate at which individuals are trapped decreases. Correspondingly, we propose a generalized diffusion coefficient which grows and decays for small/large time respectively,
where α j , β j , γ j and δ j are positive for all j. The model (4.1) has complex structure and it makes sense to use the first two leading terms in the expansion,
Large time asymptotic behaviour is governed by γ j , δ j . Relevant simplifications include γ 0 = γ 1 = γ, so that different decay rates in (4.2) are determined purely by exponents δ 0 , δ 1 . For small time, D(t) ≈ α 0 t β0 provided β 1 > β 0 , therefore set β 0 = 1 so that the leading term behaves linearly, subject to exponential decay. Here, β 1 > 1 is a 'free' exponent, designed to keep the second term as a 'correction' term controlling deviations from linearity. It follows that,
In accordance with (A.6), for homogenously distributed individuals at t = 0, it would be advantageous if (4.3) is written in an integral form, intuitively we propose the following
with analytical flux
whereα 0 ,α 1 ,β,γ,δ 0 andδ 1 are new redefined parameters. The flux rate in the limit t → 0 can be computed as,
Notice that lim t→∞ J(t) = 0 for model (4.5) providedγ,δ 0 ,δ 1 > 0. For a system with no migration properties we expect the total population to be conserved, i.e lim t→∞ J(t) = U 0 η = N . Therefore the model fails in this limiting value and is only applicable for time with validity period t < t max , found from simulations. However, most insect monitoring studies are concerned with short time dynamics, particularly in the context of trapping. The following three cases classify possible scenarios with reference to D(t).
(I) If lim t→∞ D(t) = ∞ then J(t) > N for some t and it follows that J(t max ) = N. (II) If lim t→∞ D(t)
= −∞ and J(t) < N for all t, we obtain t max from the flux rate dJ(t max ) dt = 0 or alternatively the first zero of D(t max ) = 0. However, if J(t) ≥ N for some t then J(t) = N with t max = min t , sincet is multi-valued. (III) If lim t→∞ D(t) = const ≥ 0 and J(t) ≥ N for some t then J(t max ) = N. However, if J(t) < N for all t then the validity period is questionable.
In Fig. (5) , the black curve depicts trap counts for the super diffusive process with D(t) = a + bt ν with a = 0.2, b = 0.3, ν = 0.6, developed in §(3.1) see Fig. (4) . The blue curve represents the analytic solution for diffusion coefficient D(t) = a + bt ν given by (3.7),
Time dependent diffusion as a mean field counterpart of Lévy type random walk with validity period t < t max = 1.71. Notice here that (3.6) is on the order of the spatial scale for large time, the reflective boundary has an effect on trap counts and therefore we expect a discrepancy. The green dashed realization represents the trap counts simulated from a system with uniform initial position, whose movement dynamics are governed by Cauchy distributed steps. Conclusively, Fig. (5) illustrates the improvement in matching with the introduction of D(t) proposed in integral form by (4.4),
.8012 is approximated using the flux gradient approximation after one time step, see (3.15) . Further simplification of (4.4) can be introduced by setting 6) with analytical flux
and flux rate in the limit t → 0,
Providedβ > 2 andγ,δ > 0, an approximation forα 0 is in accordance with (3.15), Fig. (7) ) over which at least 70% of total individuals are trapped, here large time simulations are omitted since interest lies in short time dynamics. Conclusively, for this parameter choice the model (4.7) is successful in predicting at least 70% of total trap counts. The blue curve is a plot of the upper bound D(t) ≤α 0 t, for a derivation of the upper bound see [1] . The black curve is the plot of the diffusion coefficient seen in Plot A over time 0 < t < 0.1, for comparative purposes.
Non-linear regressional analysis
The following questions remain: Is the diffusive approximation suitable for other values of k? How good is the fit and can it be statistically quantified? The choice of statistical tools are broad, the recent trend is to calculate the maximum likelihood function and Akaike weights [8, 23] as they are regarded more reliable than other approaches amongst the literature [50] . However, to avoid any unnecessary complexity, the latter question can be addressed using non-linear regressional techniques [17] . To obtain a data set, we generate a single realization for some k. The time t = T can be obtained from simulations for a typical count J C = mN , where m, is the percentage of total trap counts. The interval is then partitioned into p parts t i = iT p for i = 1, 2, ..., p with respective counts J C (t i ). Here, T is the trap exposure until m% of the population is trapped. A second realization is generated with the same parameter k, and another set of counts are obtained at the same discrete times. Repeating in this manner, we can collect r samples and compute the average to reduce the magnitude of stochastic fluctuations. Denote J r C (t i ) as the trap counts (for a system of Cauchy random walkers) at discrete times t i for the r th realization. The data set
depicts p points along the trap count profile. We use the statistical package NLREG 4 and propose (4.7) as a candidate for parameter estimation. 
. Note that the model is fitted for m = 0.7 i.e 70% of total trap counts. All inferences based on the measures are up to time T , the trap exposure until 70% of the population is trapped. Evidently, from Fig. (8) , after a longer trap exposure a better fitting is realised for k = 5 × 10 −5 . In actual practice, (4.7) is a better approximation for counts which slowly accumulate.
Concluding remarks
In the context of integrated pest management, in particular, trapping studies none of the cases provided in the ecological literature with evidence of a Lévy walk appear to be free of criticism. In principle, trap count interpretations can often be subjective [50] . Moreover, there are concerns as to whether concrete evidence indicating a particular movement pattern can be obtained at all due to the complexity and variability of the behavioural response that pests exhibit to inherently stochastic environmental factors. Standard statistical tools sometimes cannot distinguish between power law and exponential rate of decay in the step size distribution [51] . The observed movement type can depend on technical details of data collection such as the time scale of the study [3] and/or the time resolution at which the data are obtained [32] . Pooling together movement tracks of non-identical individuals (of the same species) can create the appearance of a Lévy walk [48] . In some cases, a correlated random walk can be mistaken for a Lévy walk as it results in a similar pattern [54] . Also, animals of different taxa often employ more than one movement mode [38, 39] ; if each of those modes is a Brownian walk, their mixture results in a composite Brownian walk that can have the appearance of a Lévy walk [16, 28] . We reiterate those questions raised in §(3): Which ever pattern occurs, what are the ecological implications? How much importance should be given to the type of movement pattern in the context of pest trapping and is an alternative mathematical framework necessary? In this paper, we have shown that diffusion models with complex time dependencies (4.6) provide an alternative framework for the Cauchy type random walk. In particular, the diffusive flux (4.7) successfully predicts passive trap catches for pests whose dynamics are Lévy by nature, with exponent μ = 2. Moreover, better predictions are obtained with the model proposed by (4.7) as opposed to anomalous diffusive processes in the super diffusive regime (3.7). Evidently, our study indicates that even in the case of a genuine Lévy walk, the problem of trap count interpretation can be addressed with a high precision based on the diffusion equation [1, 50] . 
